Lipid-based mRNA vaccine delivery systems.
Synthetic mRNAs can become biopharmaceutics allowing vaccination against cancer, bacterial and virus infections. Clinical trials with direct administration of synthetic mRNAs encoding tumor antigens demonstrated safety and induction of tumor-specific immune responses. Although immune responses are generated by naked mRNAs, their formulations with chemical carriers are expected to provide more specificity and internalization in dendritic cells (DCs) for better immune responses and dose reduction. This review reports lipid-based formulations (LBFs) that have proved preclinical efficacy. The selective delivery of mRNA LBFs to favor intracellular accumulation in DCs and reduction of the effective doses is discussed, notably to decorate LBFs with carbohydrates or glycomimetics allowing endocytosis in DCs. We also report how smart intracellular delivery is achieved using pH-sensitive lipids or polymers for an efficient mRNA escape from endosomes and limitations regarding cytosolic mRNA location for translation.